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1 Introduction
Cumbria County Council has worked with the Cumbria Coast Protection
Authorities, the Environment Agency and other organisations to develop
this strategy for the future management of the coast from Arnside to the
Scottish Border.
A coastal strategy is a plan that sets out how we will manage the risks related to
coastal flooding and erosion along our coastline over the next century. It is also
needed for us to get approval from the government for future flood and coastal risk
management schemes and to help get national funds to contribute to the cost of
defences.
This strategy forms a key step in setting out our future approach to managing risks
and will feed into our local plans.
It builds upon the policies set in the North West Shoreline Management Plan, which
was adopted in 2010, and will decide on the best approaches to carry out those
policies.
In some places a change in Shoreline Management Plan policy has been
recommended.
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2 What do different terms mean?
Within this document we use technical words to explain the ideas we
have about managing future coastal flood and erosion risks. These are
explained in this section.
Shoreline Management Plan
A Shoreline Management Plan provides a large-scale assessment of the risks
associated with coastal processes. A plan including our coastline was adopted in
2010 and covered the coast from Great Ormes Head in Wales to the Scottish
Border. It set out policies for the short (next 20 years), medium (20 to 50 years) and
long (beyond 50 years) terms.
The Shoreline Management Plan divided the Cumbria coast into 24 areas, known as
policy areas, each of which include a number of policy units. We have used the
same units.

Shoreline Management Plan policy
This describes how your stretch of shoreline is most likely to be managed to address
flood or erosion. There are four Shoreline Management Plan policies that were used
for all Shoreline Management Plans in England and Wales:
policy

what does this mean?

No active intervention

There will be no further investment in coastal defences
or operations and no new defences will be built.

Hold the line

The aim is to retain the shoreline in its current position.
This might involve maintaining current defences or
constructing new defences in the future.

Managed realignment

Allowing the shoreline to move backwards or forwards,
with measures to control or limit movement.

Advance the line

Building out the coastline through construction of new
seaward defences.

Policy areas
These are lengths of coast or estuary where actions along one stretch may affect
another stretch due to sediment links. It usually includes a number of policy units.

Policy units
These are stretches of coast for which a separate shoreline management policy has
been set. Usually they cover stretches which are similar in form, for example there
are cliffs fronted by beaches, or where there are similar features at risk, for example
along a town.
Serving the people of Cumbria
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Coastal strategy
Strategies are the second level in the shoreline management system. They look at
how we can carry out the Shoreline Management Plan policies for smaller stretches
of coast in more detail. Shoreline Management Plan policies can occasionally
change as a result of these strategies. We have used the same policy units as the
Shoreline Management Plan. Some of these policy units have been recognised as
priority units.

Priority units
There are stretches of coast where we think there are coastal defence management
needs in the short term. We have looked at a range of approaches for these units:

Approaches
For the priority units we have looked at a number of different approaches:
approach

what does this mean?

Do nothing

This means walking away from the defences and
undertaking no further work. Existing defences will fail over
time and erosion and flood risk will increase. On frontages
without defences there would be no new interventions. We
have to consider this at all locations, as a baseline.

Do minimum

This means we will only carry out patch and repair of
existing defences. Again, their condition will worsen over
time and the level of protection will decrease. There may
become a time when we can’t continue works.

Hold the line

There are three approaches. We can maintain defences,
which means we won’t address any increases in sea level.
We can sustain defences, which means we raise or
reinforce defences to address any increase in risk. Or we
can improve defences and provide a better level of
protection. The improve approach also applies to building
new defences on frontages where there are none at
present.

Managed realignment Where erosion is the key concern, this might involve
defences to slow erosion, or building defences once
assets are at risk. Where flooding is the key concern this
might involve constructing defences in a more sustainable
landward location or removing defences and allowing
retreat to naturally higher land.
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3 The project
We are working with Jacobs to develop our plan.
In May 2017 we commissioned Jacobs, an independent engineering consultant, to
help us develop this strategy.
We have since carried out several studies to understand the unique features of our
coastline and to look at what may be at risk for coastal erosion and flooding, both
now and in the future.
We have used these studies to decide on where to focus our efforts and have started
to consider how we might best manage risks along our shorelines in the future.

You said, we listened.
Between November and December 2018 we invited everyone living, visiting or
working on or near the coast to take part in determining how their local coastline
should be managed. We held a series of drop-in events, in Silloth, Whitehaven,
Millom, Barrow-in-Furness and Grange over Sands. An on-line and paper survey
were also available.
We used the feedback provided to inform our decisions and to help us define
preferred approaches for the priority frontages.
In November and December 2019, we asked for feedback on the final proposals. An
on-line survey was available on our website, together with the study reports. A
number of paper questionnaires and copies of the Engagement Summary Report
were also placed in Silloth, Workington, Whitehaven, Millom, Barrow in Furness, and
Grange over Sands libraries for those without internet access.
We have now looked at all responses received and using these have updated the
strategy and this summary document.

What happens next?
The strategy and its action plan will guide the best approach to future management
of this coastline. Cumbria County Council, the district councils, and the Environment
Agency will all have a lead role in ensuring delivery of the Strategy.
We expect that the Environment Agency will monitor delivery of the Local Authorities
and their own actions as part of their coastal risk management overview role.
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4 What you can find in this document
We have looked at the entire coastline of Cumbria and considered how
we might manage risks from coastal erosion and flooding in the future.
The Shoreline Management Plan divided the Cumbria coast into 24 policy areas.
Each policy area includes a number of policy units. We have used these same units
in our strategy.
We have decided which policy units may have coastal defence management needs
in the short term. This may be where:


there are key assets at possible risk from coastal flooding or erosion,



the current Shoreline Management Plan policy has been questioned, or



there are opportunities to improve the environment and bring benefits
to an area.

We have called these priority units. Here, we have looked at different approaches
to dealing with future coastal flood and erosion risks and developed a preferred
approach based on technical appraisals and feedback from the consultation events.
Along the rest of the coast, we have considered the current Shoreline Management
Plan policy and recommended future activities.
In this document, you can find information on:
 whether your frontage lies within a priority or non priory unit,
 key issues and opportunities,
 our preferred approach from considering costs, benefits provided and impacts
on the wider environment.

Find out
more

More details can be found in a series of supporting
documents to the strategy, which provide more detail for
each policy unit and also cover topics such as:
 future actions
 costs and benefits
 environmental impacts
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5 Finding your frontage
responsible authority

South Lakeland District Council

policy area and number
11c8: Heald Brow to Humphrey
Head



10

11c9: Kent Estuary



16

11c10: Humphrey Head to Cark



22

11c11: Outer Leven Estuary



26

11c12: Leven Estuary



32



38



42

South Lakeland District Council
11c13: Bardsea to Piel Island
and Barrow Borough Council
South Lakeland District Council,
Barrow Borough Council &
11c16: Duddon Estuary
Copeland Borough Council
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Frontages covered by policy units
11c8.1 to 11c16.11
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Frontages covered by policy
units 11d1.1 to 11d7.1
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Frontages covered by policy
units 11e1.1 to 11e8.10
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11c8: Heald Brow to Humphrey Head

Policy area 11c8: Heald Brow to Humphrey Head. Baseline mapping © Crown copyright and database rights, 2019. Ordnance
Survey licence number: 1000019596.
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View from outer Kent estuary
of Blackstone Point, towards
railway viaduct – this shows
how close the low water
channel is to this coastline
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This policy area includes the following policy units:
Responsibilities

South Lakeland
District Council

Policy unit number and name

Is it a
priority unit?

11c8.1 Heald Brow to Frith Wood

no

11c8.2 New Barns

no

11c8.3 Grubbins Wood

no

11c8.4 Ash Meadow to the Kent viaduct

no

11c8.5 Kent viaduct to Holme Island

no

11c8.6

Holme Island to Humphrey Head
(Grange-Over-Sands)

no

This Policy Area covers the banks of the outer Kent Estuary running along the east
bank from Arnside to the viaduct, and the viaduct to Humphrey Head on the west
bank. The area fronts part of Morecambe Bay, one of the largest areas of intertidal
estuarine flats in Britain and is internationally significant for wintering wading birds
and nationally important for wintering wildfowl. The area is also designated under the
Arnside & Silverdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).

The following sections provide further details for each policy unit
11c8.1 Heald Brow to Frith Wood

There are limited properties or other assets at risk from erosion or flooding. As such
there is no economic justification for building new defences here. This is also an
important area for its natural landscape and environmental habitats it supports.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of the condition of designated conservation sites.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.
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The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention from the
short term. We do not think that the policy should change at this time and this would
be implemented through a Do nothing approach.
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It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward.

11c8.2 New Barns
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention from the
short term. We do not think that the policy should change at this time and this would
be implemented through a Do nothing approach.
Although the access track along this stretch is already inaccessible on certain tides
and will flood more frequently with sea level rise, there are not sufficient assets at
risk to justify national expenditure.
There may be potential to create new intertidal areas, but alternative funding would
need to be found. Early consultation with AONB Partnership is recommended.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of shoreline change.



Continued monitoring of the condition of designated conservation sites.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.



Should the risk to the access track increase, early discussion should be held
between the landowners, operators of the campsite, AONB Partnership and
Natural England to discuss possible options and the need for further studies.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward.

The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention from the
short term. We do not think that the policy should change at this time and this would
be implemented through a Do nothing approach.
There are limited properties or other assets at risk from erosion or flooding. As such
there is no economic justification for building new defences here.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of shoreline change.



Continued monitoring of the condition of designated conservation sites.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.

Serving the people of Cumbria
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Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward.

11c8.4 Ash Meadow to the Kent viaduct
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line from the short term.
We do not think that the policy should change at this time.
The aim of the policy is to manage coastal risks to communities and amenities in
Arnside. The defences are in a reasonable condition and so in the short term, these
should be sustained through undertaking maintenance works within the existing
defence footprints.
There may be a need to improve the defences in the future, beyond the next 10
years. This will be informed by continued monitoring of shoreline change and
deterioration of the defences. Further option appraisal will be required at this stage,
to assess technical, economic and environmental viability of different approaches.
Early consultation with AONB Partnership, Natural England and Morecambe Bay
Partnership is recommended.



Continued monitoring of intertidal change.



Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs
and remedial works undertaken as necessary.



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources. Any
modification to or replacement of the existing structures would also require
consent from Natural England.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities might be subject to funding and
resources available to take them forward.

11c8.5 Kent viaduct to Holme Island
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line from the short term.
This policy will manage risks to the important Furness Line and to isolated
properties, minor roads, golf course and the A590.
The defences are in a reasonable condition and so in the short term, these should be
sustained through undertaking maintenance works within the existing defence
footprints. In the longer term it is likely that works will be needed to improve the
Serving the people of Cumbria
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defences. This will be informed by continued monitoring of shoreline change and
deterioration of the defences. Further option appraisal will be needed at this stage.
As building further defences could impact on important habitats across the intertidal
area, we may need to look at where we could compensate for the loss or damage
through managed realignment. This would involve a number of additional studies to
look at what habitats we could create and also the effects on flood risk around the
estuary.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of intertidal change.



Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs
and remedial works undertaken as necessary (mainly by Network Rail).



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources. Any
modification to or replacement of the existing structures would also require
consent from Natural England.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c8.6 Holme Island to Humphrey Head (Grange-Over-Sands)

We do not think that the policy should change at this time. At present, no major
works are required to the defences as an extensive saltmarsh protects Grange
Promenade, although maintenance works are required to address flooding due to
blocking of culverts by sediment.
Recent monitoring does, however, show that the marsh is currently eroding. It is
therefore possible that further works to the defences may be needed in the future.
If new defence works are needed, these could impact on important habitats across
the intertidal area and we may need to look at where we could compensate for the
loss or damage to the area through managed realignment elsewhere.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of intertidal change.
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The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line from the short term.
This will manage risk to communities and amenities in Grange-over-Sands.
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Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs
and remedial works undertaken as necessary (mainly by Network Rail).



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources. Any
modification to or replacement of the existing structures would also require
consent from Natural England.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.



Local inspections and silt management where justified at a number of
locations for both inner and outer Kent to address fluvial flooding caused by
tidal locking and blockage from saltmarsh accretion.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

11c8: Heald Brow to Humphrey Head

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.
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11c9: Kent Estuary

Saltmarsh adjacent to Kent viaduct

11c9: Kent Estuary

Policy area 11c9: Kent Estuary. Baseline
mapping © Crown copyright and database
rights, 2019. Ordnance Survey licence
number: 1000019596.
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This policy area includes the following policy units:
Responsibilities

Policy unit number and name
11c9.1

Environment
Agency, Highways
11c9.2
England, Cumbria
County Council,
private landowners
11c9.3

Is it a priority
unit?

Kent viaduct to Dick Fell Road
(Sandside)

yes

Sandside (Dick Fell Road to Hollins Well
Road)

yes

Hollins Well Road north to Levens Bridge
(east bank) & Levens Bridge to Kent
yes
viaduct est bank)

This policy area is landward of the Coast Protection Act boundary so does not lie
within South Lakeland District Council’s responsibility as a Coast Protection
Authority.
The key risk is from flooding and there are particular concerns regarding the A590.
Other access roads, the coastal railway and large tracts of agricultural land are also
at risk. The risk is not just from tidal flooding but also from rivers and surface waters.
Blockages due to pump siltation have also been reported, which can cause flooding.
The inner Kent Estuary is very important for the habitats it supports and is covered
by many national and international environmental designations, including the Arnside
and Silverdale AONB. There may be opportunities for managed realignment, which
could expand and improve the range of habitats supported, but could involve loss of,
or changes to, agricultural land.

The following sections provide further details for each policy unit

The key risk is along this frontage is from flooding, and a key asset at potential risk is
the B5228 road, which is the main route to Arnside. The current flood defence
consists of a disused railway embankment which is managed by the Environment
Agency. We are not sure what level of protection the embankment provides, but it is
believed to be in a reasonable condition.
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is to Hold the line in the short term
and then Managed realignment beyond this, through realignment of defences to
create areas of new habitat. However, any large scale realignment (or abandonment)
of flood defences is likely to have consequences elsewhere within the estuary
through affecting flows, water level and sediment distribution. A costly diversion of
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the B5228 would also be needed to allow realignment of the front-line defence. The
studies needed to support this have not yet been undertaken.
Therefore, over the next 10 years our recommended strategic approach for this
stretch of coast is to continue to Hold the line in the short term by maintaining the
existing defences through proactive maintenance. This will allow time for a long-term
solution to be developed and funding sought. We will work closely with Natural
England, Arnside and Silverdale AONB Partnership, National Park and World
Heritage Site to minimise impact on the natural environment when undertaking these
maintenance works.
Further works will be needed in the future to address any increase in sea level.
Improving existing defences would provide the most efficient solution, but funding
needs to be sought and there would be potentially adverse effects on the designated
sites. To address these adverse impacts, as part of these works, there may be local
opportunities for a regulated tidal exchange scheme. This would involve allowing
controlled tidal flooding of land behind existing defences in a way that creates or
restores habitat without increasing flood risk to the wider area. But we need to
investigate this further.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs
and remedial works undertaken as necessary.



Continued monitoring of intertidal change.



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources. This
would be developed through engagement and consultation with AONB
Partnership, National Park and World Heritage Site and Natural England.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.



Additional studies to explore the potential for habitat creation through a
regulated tidal exchange approach.

11c9.2 Sandside (Dick Fell Road to Hollins Well Road) (priority
unit)
The B5282 runs adjacent to the shoreline along most of the frontage. In some
locations the road is protected by a rock revetment and low flood wall with fronting
marsh, but elsewhere there is a low retaining wall or sloping revetment protecting the
Serving the people of Cumbria
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resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.
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edge of the road, with little marsh remaining. These defences are managed by
Cumbria County Council.
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line. We do not think that
the policy should change at this time, but as building further defences could impact
on important habitats across the intertidal area, we may need to look at where we
could compensate for the loss or damage through managed realignment.
This would involve a number of additional studies to look at what habitats we could
create and also the effects on flood risk around the estuary. We also need additional
information on the existing defences, to understand the standard of protection these
provide.
The preferred approach in the short term is therefore to maintain the existing
defences through proactive management. We will work closely with Natural England,
AONB Partnership, National Park and World Heritage Site to minimise impact on the
natural environment when undertaking these maintenance works.
This will allow us time to consider opportunities for habitat creation to offset losses
due to coastal works and also for funding to be sought for future works. In the long
term, the intention would be to continue to hold the line, but further studies are
needed to decide upon the most suitable and affordable option. A whole catchment
approach is required to manage the flood risk, which would need to take into account
proposals for other frontages within the estuary and consider the need for habitat
creation as part of a compensation requirement for direct losses.



Inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs and
remedial works undertaken as necessary. This may involve regular
maintenance works to pumps outlets to prevent blockages.



Continued monitoring of intertidal change – this may identify that improvement
to the defences is likely to be needed earlier.



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources. This
would be developed through engagement and consultation with AONB
Partnership, National Park and World Heritage Site and Natural England.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.
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11c9.3 Hollins Well Road north to Levens Bridge (east bank) &
Levens Bridge to Kent viaduct (west bank) (priority unit)
The key risk to this area is from flooding and the A590 and A6 at Levens Bridge can
flood and become impassable when a high tide coincides with high river levels. The
risk is not just from tidal flooding but also from rivers and surface waters. Most
shoreline defences are managed by the Environment Agency, but along some
sections there are private defences. The approach to fluvial risk and land drainage
management on the west bank is also changing. The Environment Agency has
served notice on the land drainage pumps and is looking to hand over responsibility
to landowners or an Internal Drainage Board.
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line in the short term then
Managed realignment beyond this, involving construction of set back defences.
However, any large scale realignment of flood defences is likely to have
consequences elsewhere within the estuary through affecting flows, water level and
sediment distribution. The studies needed to support this have not yet been
undertaken.
Therefore, over the next 10 years our recommended strategic approach for this
stretch of coast is to continue to Hold the line in the short term by maintaining the
existing defences through proactive maintenance, whilst further studies are
undertaken to look at local opportunities for managed realignment. This will allow
time for a long-term solution to be developed and funding sought. We will work
closely with Natural England, AONB Partnership, National Park and World Heritage
Site to minimise impact on the natural environment when undertaking these
maintenance works.
The long term approach (beyond 10 years) is likely to involve a mixture of hold the
line, through improving existing defences, and construction of set back defences to
create habitat sites.



Inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs and
remedial works undertaken as necessary. This may involve regular
maintenance works to pumps outlets to prevent blockages.



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources. This
would be developed through engagement and consultation with AONB
Partnership, National Park and World Heritage Site and Natural England.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.



Further studies to explore the potential for habitat creation and to fully
understand the implications of locally realigning sections of defences.
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11c9: Kent Estuary

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.
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11c10: Humphrey Head to Cark

Policy area 11c10: Humphrey Head to Cark. Baseline mapping © Crown copyright and database rights, 2019. Ordnance
Survey licence number: 1000019596.
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Humphrey Head
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This policy area includes the following policy units:
Responsibilities

Policy unit number and name

Is it a
priority unit?

South Lakeland
District Council,
Environment
Agency, Bourne
Leisure

11c10.1

Humphrey Head

no

11c10.2

Humphrey Head to Cowpren Point

yes

11c10.3

Cowpren Point to Cark

no

Although much of the area is low-lying and comprised of soft sediments, there are
natural hard points such as Cowpren Point and Humphrey Head. The key risk to this
policy area is from flooding. Currently the low-lying areas of the peninsula are
protected by manmade embankments. These are fronted by saltmarsh and
extensive mudflats.
This area has a high environmental value with fringing saltmarsh and intertidal flats
supporting a wide range of habitats and qualifying species. As such, international
designations cover the intertidal zone and adjoining terrestrial areas.

The following sections provide further details for each policy unit
11c10.1 Humphrey Head

The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention from the
short term. There are no defences present and the intention of the policy is to allow
natural processes to continue as there are limited assets at risk. We do not think that
the policy should change at this time and this would be implemented through a Do
nothing approach.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of changes in the extent of marsh and intertidal area.



Monitoring of the highway condition and safe operation. It may be necessary
to close the road on occasional for health and safety reasons.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path taking account of future risks.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward.
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This unit covers the outcrop of Humphrey Head. There is a possible flood route
between Humphrey Head and the adjacent outcrop of Kirkhead, but this is
considered within unit 11c8.5.
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11c10.2 Humphrey Head to Cowpren Point (priority unit)
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line in the short term
followed by Managed realignment with localised Hold the line in the medium and
long term. Localised defences are permitted, subject to landowner agreement and
appropriate consents.
There are currently approximately 6 km of embankments providing tidal defence to
this unit, these were refurbished and raised in the early 1990s. Movement of the low
water channels in Morecambe Bay led to undercutting along the toe of defences at
Lakeland Leisure Park. Emergency works were carried out in Spring 2008.
A strategy produced for Lakeland Leisure Park in 2009 has previously recommended
the continued maintenance of the existing defences, through repair and replacement
of the defence and extension of East Plain breakwater and Cross Embankment.
At West Marsh a proposal for a coastal saline lagoon habitat improvement scheme
has also recently been consented. This would cover an area immediately west of the
Lakeland Leisure Park and would involve excavating a series of shallow open water
lagoons in the existing saltmarsh to promote biodiversity enhancements.
Whilst the Shoreline Management Plan vision was to create a more sustainable and
natural alignment from the medium term, through carrying out realignment along part
or all of the frontage, studies to support this have not yet been undertaken. Since the
Shoreline Management Plan there has also been further investment in the existing
defences undertaken by Lakeland Leisure Park to address issues of undercutting
along their site, which will prolong their life. Although the current defences are
holding the shoreline locally in an unnatural position, there is little evidence to
suggest that they are substantially affecting shoreline change along adjacent areas;
erosion and accretion trends are predominately driven by the movement of the low
water channel.

In the future, it is likely that defences would need to be improved to address
increasing levels of risk due to sea level rise, but options will need to be reappraised
at this stage, particularly as there is potential that the current situation could
dramatically alter if the low water channel infills or moves away from the frontage.
Future plans for this frontage should also take account of recently consented coastal
saline lagoon habitat creation, which, if successful, could possibly be extended to
create further habitat.
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Therefore, the recommended strategic approach for this stretch of coast is to
continue to hold the line, through proactive management in the short term. These
works will extend the life of existing defences and address the ongoing issues of
undercutting. This will allow time for a longer term solution to be developed and
funding sought.
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We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs and
remedial works undertaken as necessary (Environment Agency and Lakeland
Leisure Park).



Monitoring of the scheme to create an area of coastal saline lagoon habitat for
waders and breeding birds, once this has been constructed.



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources. This
should be developed through engagement and consultation with AONB
Partnership, Natural England and Lakeland Leisure Park.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.



Further studies to explore the potential for habitat creation and to fully
understand the implications of locally realigning sections of defences.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c10.3 Cowpren Point to Cark
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention from the
short term. There are no defences present and the intention of the policy is to allow
natural processes to continue.

Possible realignment options for unit 11c10.2 may also mean the policy boundary
should change and so this may need to be considered again in the future reviews of
the strategy.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of the marsh and channel movements.



Any review of policy for unit 11c10.2 would need to take account of impacts
on this frontage.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path taking account of future risks.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward.
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We do not think that the policy should change at this time and this would be
implemented through a Do nothing approach. However, this area is identified as a
possible flood route to 11c10.2, therefore monitoring is required to assess levels of
flood risk in the future.
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11c11: Outer Leven Estuary

Policy area 11c11: Outer Leven Estuary. Baseline mapping © Crown copyright and database rights, 2019. Ordnance Survey
licence number: 1000019596.
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The Leven viaduct
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This policy area includes the following policy units:
Responsibilities

Policy unit number and name

Is it a
priority unit?

Network Rail,
South Lakeland
District Council,
Environment
Agency,
GlaxoSmithKline,
private
landowners

11c11.1 Cark to Leven viaduct

no

11c11.2 Leven viaduct to Canal Foot cottages

no

11c11.3 Canal Foot

no

11c11.4 Glaxo Factory Site (south)

yes

11c11.5 Sandhall to Conishead Priory

no

11c11.6 Conishead Priory to Bardsea

no

This policy area extends from Cark Village in the east to Bardsea in the west and
covers both the east and west banks of the outer Leven Estuary, up to the viaduct.
The key issue is management of tidal flood risk to the south Ulverston flood cell. This
flood risk area is currently protected by defences in several policy units.

The following sections provide further details for each policy unit
11c11.1 Cark to Leven viaduct
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention from the
short term, with works only undertaken if the railway is at risk.

We will need to carry out continued monitoring to look at the changing risk to this
frontage. Currently there is a wide expanse of marsh along this frontage, but this is
affected by movements in the low water channel. This means that at times the marsh
area has grown, but it can also erode. The position of the railway means that instead
of whole system being able to move naturally as the channel changes, the inland
edge of the marsh stays fixed and so the overall area of marsh reduces if the
seaward edge erodes.
The Shoreline Management Plan suggested consideration of regulated tidal
exchange, which would create new habitat. Regulated tidal exchange involves
allowing controlled tidal flooding of land behind existing defences in a way that
Serving the people of Cumbria
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The recommended strategic approach would be to continue to manage the risk to
the railway, through maintaining and upgrading existing defences in the future,
should erosion of the fronting marsh increase exposure. A change in policy to be
consistent with elsewhere and to clarify the intention of management may be
appropriate.
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creates or restores habitat without increasing flood risk to the wider area. Additional
studies would be needed to explore this option further.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of intertidal change.



Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs
and remedial works undertaken as necessary.



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources. Any
modification to or replacement of the existing structures would also require
consent from Natural England.



Additional studies to explore the potential for habitat creation through a
regulated tidal exchange approach.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c11.2 Leven viaduct to Canal Foot cottages
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention from the
short term.
We do not think that the policy should change at this time, and this would be
implemented through a Do nothing approach. But investigations may be needed to
assess possible contamination risk from historical licenced landfill sites at Plumpton
quarries.
The exception to this would be along the short section of railway and associated
defences, which lie within this policy unit. Here the recommendation is for continued
maintenance of the existing defences.


Continued monitoring of intertidal change and channel movement.



Investigation into the potential contamination risk posed by future erosion of
two historical licenced landfill sites at Plumpton quarries.



Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing defences along the
railway embankment, with repairs and remedial works undertaken as
necessary (Network Rail).



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources if new
defences are needed. This should be developed through working closely with
Network Rail, Natural England, National Trust, Cumbria County Council and
South Lakeland District Council.
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We recommend a number of future activities, such as:
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Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c11.3 Canal Foot
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line. The intention is to
continue to manage the flood and erosion risk to community and amenities by
maintaining the existing defences.
We do not think that the policy should change at this time, but there may be a need
to upgrade or even replace existing defences in the future. Some of the assets within
this frontage have an expected residual life of more than 10 to 20 years and will only
require proactive maintenance, but others require more urgent attention.
Any modification or replacement of the existing structures would need consent from
Natural England as there could be an impact on important habitats. We may also
need to look at where we could compensate for any loss or damage through
managed realignment.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of intertidal change and channel movement.



Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs
and remedial works undertaken by private owners as necessary.



Investigation to allow a strategic defence to be developed along the frontage,
inclusive of the lock gate, to manage and adapt to the increasing long term
risk of flooding due to sea level rise. This work will also need to consider
possible funding sources.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

11c11.4 GSK Factory Site (south) (priority unit)
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention as there are
limited assets at risk of coastal erosion. However, the longer term suitability of the
Shoreline Management Plan policy depends in part upon future proposals for the site
– currently these are not known. There is potential contamination risk due to the
reclaimed land and licenced landfill south of the former GSK Factory Site and there
is a potential linkage to a much larger flood area, if the slag bank continues to erode.
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It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.
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Given the limited assets directly at risk, in the short term, No active intervention
through a Do nothing approach remains appropriate, subject to further monitoring of
the situation. The longer term approach remains uncertain, but even if part(s) of the
existing GSK site are not developed / redeveloped, there is a need to monitor
erosion of the slag bank and assess the risk of breach which could have wider
reaching impacts. Further assessment of the contamination risk from erosion of slag
material also needs to be undertaken.
If the part(s) of former GSK site are developed/redeveloped in the future, there could
be a need to change policy to hold the line and under a hold the line policy the
preferred approach would be to construct a new revetment or seawall, subject to
funding. A change in Shoreline Management Plan policy would require a formal
change process to be followed, including community and stakeholder consultation.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Monitoring of erosion to improve our understanding of the risk of breaching.



Further investigation into the potential contamination risk posed by ongoing
erosion, particularly at the southern extent of the site.



The Environment Agency are currently progressing a study 'South Ulverston
Integrated Flood Risk Management Scheme' looking into short term tidal flood
risk reduction measures. Consideration of this frontage should be an integral
part of this study.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward.

11c11.5 Sandhall to Conishead Priory

There is a shared flood area for this frontage, which means that any tidal flooding
through this frontage has the potential to affect a wider area. This policy will
therefore manage the flood risk to the communities and amenities in this large south
Ulverston Flood cell, risk to the historically land fill sites and industrial and
commercial sites, avoiding pollution risk.
We do not think that the policy should change at this time, subject to further studies.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Investigate opportunities and need to set back the defences in the medium
term, to reduce flood risk to south Ulverston and provide most cost-effective
approach to policy delivery. There may be opportunities associated with
onshore flood alleviation schemes that should be explored.
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The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line in the short term by
maintaining the existing defences. This allows time for investigating the potential to
set back the defences under a policy of Managed realignment, but the intention is for
long term management of the flood risk.
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Confirm preferred approach and extent of realignment potential for habitat
gains. This work will also need to consider possible funding sources.



Any realignment of the existing structures would also require consent from
Natural England due to the designation of the intertidal zone and early
discussions with Natural England are recommended.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c11.6 Conishead Priory to Bardsea
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention although
private defences may be permitted subject to consent. The aim of the policy is to
allow the shoreline to evolve naturally, providing sediment from erosion of the low
cliffs to the down drift defences.
We do not think that the policy should change at this time and this would be
implemented through a Do nothing approach. However, there may be a need for
health and safety works to manage risks to the public from failing defences and risks
will need to be monitored.
Continued maintenance of private defences would be allowed, but any modification
to or replacement of the existing structures would require consent from Natural
England due to the importance of habitats in the intertidal zone.



Continued monitoring of intertidal change and channel movement.



Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures (by private
owners). Any modification to or replacement of the existing structures would
also require consent from Natural England.



Undertake an initial assessment of local or property level options for
managing flood risk to the factory and highway near Wadhead Hill.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.
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We recommend a number of future activities, such as:
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11c12: Leven Estuary

Sandflats and saltmarsh near
Greenodd, Leven Estuary

11c12: Leven Estuary

Policy area 11c12: Leven Estuary.
Baseline mapping © Crown
copyright and database rights,
2019. Ordnance Survey licence
number: 1000019596.
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This policy area includes the following policy units:
Responsibilities Policy unit number and name

11c12.1

Leven viaduct to Haverthwaite (left
bank) and Haverthwaite to Greenodd
(right bank)

Is it a
priority unit?
no

Highways
England,
11c12.2
Greenodd to Barrow End Rocks (A590) no
Environment
Agency, private 11c12.3.1 Old Railway Embankment
yes
landowners
Barrow End Rocks (A590) to Leven
11c12.3
yes
viaduct

This policy area covers the inner Leven estuary extending inland from the Leven
viaduct, northwards to the normal tidal limit at Haverthwaite. It is situated landward of
the Coast Protection Act boundary (Leven viaduct) so is not within South Lakeland
District Council responsibility as Coast Protection Authority.
A key issue considered by the strategy is the flood risk to the A590 road and through
to south Ulverston from part of 11c12.3, which is fronted by an old railway
embankment.
There are also issues to the defences to the A590 in 11c12.2 due to the low water
channel undermining the revetments that protect the road, however, Highways
England are monitoring the situation and have already a proposed solution to
upgrade the defences.
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy for most of the estuary is Hold the
line for the next 20 or so years, with Managed realignment in the medium term and
No active intervention beyond this. The justification for this was that extensive
defences are unlikely to be economical in the long term due to the limited assets at
risk. The exception is at Greenodd, where defences directly protect the A590 and
here the policy is Hold the line.

11c12.1 Leven viaduct to Haverthwaite (left bank) and
Haverthwaite to Greenodd (right bank)
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line initially, moving to
Managed realignment beyond this. We do not think that the policy should change at
this time, but further studies need to be carried out before the change in policy
should happen. The proposed approach is Do minimum, involving reactive patch and
Serving the people of Cumbria
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The following sections provide further details for each policy unit
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repair of defences only and focussing on frontages where there is greater risk to
assets. The works under this option would be low cost although due to the poor
condition of the defence it is likely some defences will require maintenance on a
regular basis.
Through ongoing discussions with Natural England, opportunities should also be
sought to realign or remove defences to enable small to medium scale habitats
creation through managed realignment and reducing the need to continue
investment in flood defence maintenance.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Monitoring of intertidal change and channel movement - this baseline
information can be used in any modelling of possible realignment schemes.



Collection of defence information.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future managed realignment.



Consultation with landowners and key organisations, including Natural
England South Lakeland District Council, Highways England and the
Environment Agency to consider the best approach to achieving sustainable
long term flood risk management.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward.

11c12.2 Greenodd to Barrow End Rocks (A590)
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line by managing flood
and erosion risk by maintaining existing defences to an adequate standard.

Development of options to improve the existing protection of the A590 have already
been undertaken in a previous study. The proposed scheme involves construction of
a rock armour revetment and repairs to existing retaining wall and platform structure.
The scheme is still pending planning permission and seeking funding from Highway
England’s future programme.
The recommended strategic approach is to implement the Shoreline Management
Plan Hold the line policy through maintaining and upgrading the defences as
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This policy manages the risk to the A590 road, a key transport link for the region.
Diverting the A590 road would be significantly more expensive than maintaining the
existing defences, so we do not think that the policy should change at this time.
However, improvements to the defences in the future may have an impact on the
internationally and nationally designated habitats within the estuary and we may
need to look at where we could compensate for the loss or damage to the area
through managed realignment elsewhere.
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necessary. In the short term, the risk of erosion to A590 embankment will need to be
monitored, to allow us to plan for improvements to the defences when necessary.
We will also need to consider opportunities for habitat creation through managed
realignment in the adjacent units 11c12.1 or 11c12.3.1 to provide replacement
habitat and also provide suitable set back flood risk management for the A590.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of intertidal and shoreline change.



Collection of defence information.



Seek necessary planning consents for A590 Greenodd Embankment Erosion
scheme (Highways England).



As part of possible future A590 Greenodd to Russland Pool scheme consider
opportunities for managed realignment to manage flood risk to the A590 and
take account of possible future widening and improvement of the alignment of
the A590.



Consider the potential to extend the protection in 11c12.2 to include the
potential new policy unit 11c12.3.1 Old Railway Embankment to manage the
flood risk to the A590 and south Ulverston.



There may also be opportunities associated with onshore flood alleviation
schemes that should be explored.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c12.3.1 Old Railway Embankment (priority unit)
A strategy recommendation is that there is a change in unit boundary between
11c12.2 and 11c12.3, with the introduction of a new policy unit (11c12.3.1). This is
shown in the figure below:

The current Shoreline Management Plan policy for this frontage is to Hold the line
over the next 20 or so years, changing to Managed realignment beyond this.
However, this would not address flood risk to the wider area, including Ulverston. We
therefore also looked at long term Hold the line options for this frontage.
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There is a shared flood area for this frontage, which means that any tidal flooding
through this frontage has the potential to affect a wider area (south Ulverston).
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Proposed new sub-unit
11c12.3.1 Old Railway
Embankment

Proposed new Subunit
‘11c12.3.1 Old

The preferred strategic approach is to Hold the line in the short term by maintaining
and repairing the defences, effectively as present management, whilst undertaking
further studies to develop the best longer term approach.
To provide long term protection, significant improvements to the existing defences or
new defence construction will be required. This could either be along the existing
defence line or involve construction of a new set back embankment, although this
would require further study to assess potential impacts on rest of estuary. Once
constructed, this new set back defence would then be maintained to continue to
minimise flood risk.
Introduction of this new policy unit will require a formal Shoreline Management Plan
Change Process to be followed, which will include community and stakeholder
consultation.



Consideration of frontage within ongoing EA scheme study 'South Ulverston
Integrated Flood Risk Management Scheme' considering tidal flood risk
reduction measures (short term potential fluvial / surface water schemes and
tidal defences scheme needed in 20 or 30 years) and also the planned
erosion management works in 11c12.2 (Highways England).



Maintenance and repair of existing defences.



Assessment of the potential impacts of a new set back embankment on the
wider estuary.
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We recommend a number of future activities, such as:
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It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c12.3 Barrow End Rocks (A590) to Leven viaduct (priority unit)
A strategy recommendation is for a change in unit boundary between 11c12.2 and
11c12.3, with the introduction of a new policy unit (11c12.3.1) as detailed above.
This unit therefore only considers a revised unit stretching from the southern end of
the old railway embankment to the Leven viaduct.
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy for this frontage is to Hold the line
over the next 20 or so years, changing to Managed realignment beyond this.
Due to the proposed change in Shoreline Management Plan policy unit extent, there
are limited assets at risk. As a result, a Do nothing approach is the preferred
strategic approach for this frontage rather than the current policy of Hold the line in
the short term. This would effectively bring the long term Shoreline Management
Plan policy forward.
Continuing minimum interventions to defences (Do minimum), if funded by the
landowner, would not be detrimental to the longer term aim and would therefore
remain acceptable in the short term.
Due to the location and size of this unit, the potential for significant impacts
elsewhere in the estuary is less than for other locations, but still needs further
investigation.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


As part of estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and
flats for 11c12.1 consider impacts of managed realignment in 11c12.3 on tidal
prism and erosion risks to Leven viaduct.



Liaison with stakeholders on future management of private defences.

11c12: Leven Estuary

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward.
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11c13: Bardsea to Piel Island

Saltmarsh at Rampside
Sands

11c13: Bardsea to Piel Island

Policy area 11c13: Bardsea
to Piel Island. Baseline
mapping © Crown copyright
and database rights, 2019.
Ordnance Survey licence
number: 1000019596.
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This policy area includes the following policy units:
Responsibilities

Policy Unit

Is it a priority
unit?

South Lakeland District
Council, Barrow Borough
Council, Cumbria County
Council, Highways England
(Historical Railway Estate),
Cumbria Wildlife Trust,
private landowners

11c13.1 Bardsea to Newbiggin

no

11c13.2 Newbiggin to Rampside

yes

11c13.3 Rampside

yes

11c13.4 Roa Island

yes

11c13.5 Piel Island

no

Greyed out policy units are not within the South Lakeland District Council boundary and so are excluded from this
report.

The policy area covers the northern coast of Morecambe Bay between the Leven
Estuary and Walney Island.
There are both coastal flood and erosion risks, with a key issue being the long term
viability of the main coastal link road, A5087, as well as risks to isolated properties.

The following sections provide further details for each policy unit

11c13.1 Bardsea to Newbiggin
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention.

The need for short term erosion slowing defences at Moat Farm Scheduled
Monument will need to be considered further with Historic England in order to allow
time for recording of historic features.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of shoreline and intertidal change.



Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs
and remedial works undertaken as necessary. Any modification to or
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Given there are limited assets at risk, we do not think that the policy should change.
The proposed strategic approach is to implement the Shoreline Management Plan
policy through a Do nothing approach for the majority of the frontage, with localised
Hold the line at existing coastal defence locations to protect existing infrastructure
and properties.
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replacement of the existing structures would also require consent from Natural
England.


Impacts of ongoing erosion on the Scheduled Monument at Moat Farm to be
considered by Historic England and appropriate mitigation (such as recording
before loss) to be identified and undertaken.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c13.2 Newbiggin to Rampside (priority unit)
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line in the short term, by
maintaining existing defences, to allow time to investigate opportunities to set back
defences in the medium term. There are formal defences along the whole of this
section apart from a short length of coast at Leonard Scar, where the coast road is
set back slightly further inland. There are a number of informal parking areas
seaward of the road and a footpath runs along the back of the defences. The
defences are maintained by Cumbria County Council as highway structures
protecting the A5087. At the toe of the defences there is an intermittent and narrow
upper shingle beach with a wide intertidal flat to seaward.
In the short term the preferred strategic approach is to Hold the line through
proactive maintenance, which could be sufficient for up to 20 years. This will allow
time for us to develop a longer term solution, including a funding plan.

A possible alternative would be a small scale regulated tidal exchange scheme, to
provide compensatory habitat. This would involve allowing controlled tidal flooding of
land behind existing defences in a way that creates or restores habitat without
increasing flood risk to the wider area. We need to investigate this further but it
should be considered as a part of a longer term solution.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Monitoring of intertidal and shoreline change.



Maintenance and repair of existing defences, with identification of works
required for poor condition defences.
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In the future, to provide long term protection to the road in its current location, the
existing defences would need to be improved through reinforcing with rock armour or
concrete overlays and, depending on the rate of sea level rise, it may also be
necessary to increase the crest level. Although the Shoreline Management Plan
considered the possibility of realigning the road, the length of new A road required
means this is unlikely to be more cost-effective than improving the existing defences.
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Further studies into the potential for management realignment and regulated
tidal exchange scheme, involving Natural England.

11c13: Bardsea to Piel Island

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.
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11c16: Duddon Estuary

Saltmarsh with its creek
networks, western bank of the
Duddon Estuary

11c16: Duddon Estuary

Policy area 11c16: Duddon
Estuary. Baseline mapping ©
Crown copyright and database
rights, 2019. Ordnance Survey
licence number: 1000019596.
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This policy area includes the following policy units:
Responsibilities

Policy Unit

Is it a
priority unit?

South Lakeland
District Council,
Barrow Borough
Council,
Copeland
Borough Council,
Environment
Agency, Network
Rail, National
Trust, United
Utilities

11c16.1

Lowsy Point to Askam Pier

no

11c16.2

Askam-in-Furness

no

11c16.3

Askam to Dunnerholme

yes

11c16.4

Dunnerholme to Sand Side

yes

11c16.5

Kirkby-in-Furness

yes

11c16.6

Herdhouse Moss

no

11c16.7

Galloper Pool to viaduct

no

11c16.8

Duddon Estuary (inner)

no

11c16.9

Millom Marshes

no

11c16.10 Millom Iron Works (industrial area)

yes

11c16.11 Hodbarrow Mains

yes

Greyed out policy units are not within the South Lakeland District Council boundary and so are excluded from this
report.

The policy area covers the whole of the Duddon Estuary. Within the estuary there
are relatively low flood and erosion risks to properties and land, partly due to the
relatively high land elevations around the estuary margins and partly due to the small
number of properties and industrial installations within the flood risk zone.

The Shoreline Management Plan identified opportunities to allow parts of the estuary
seaward of the railway line to return to be a more natural shoreline, allowing future
expansion of the intertidal flats and saltmarshes which are internationally important.

The following sections provide further details for each policy unit
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The railway runs within the flood plain around periphery of the estuary. The
foreshore is currently eroding along the eastern bank as a result of the channel
migrating landwards.
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11c16.4 Dunnerholme to Sand Side (priority unit)
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line to manage flood and
erosion risk by maintaining the existing defences. This unit runs from the eastern tip
of the limestone outcrop of Dunnerholme to the mouth of Kirkby Pool creek. The
railway line runs parallel to the shoreline and is fronted by salt marsh: the width of
fronting marsh reduces in width from south to north with little or no marsh north of
Soutergate. Where the marsh is narrow, there is extensive rock protection in place to
protect the railway from erosion.
There is a shared flood area for this frontage, which means that any tidal flooding
through this frontage has the potential to affect a wider area.
The preferred strategic approach is to implement the Shoreline Management Plan
policy of Hold the line through repairing or reinforcing erosion protection in the short
term, whilst risks to the railway and its role in providing wider flood protection are
investigated.
As building further defences could impact on important habitats across the intertidal
area, we may need to look at where we could compensate for the loss or damage
through managed realignment. This would involve a number of additional studies to
look at what habitats we could create and also the effects on flood risk around the
estuary.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Improve understanding of the level of risks to the railway and operations
through monitoring of the beach and dune erosion.



Development of an Asset Management Plan by Network Rail, setting out
asset management and strategic aims for the railway along this frontage.



Continued maintenance of repairs and renewals to existing defences (by
Network Rail).



Stakeholder agreement of longer term plan for mitigation or compensation for
loss of habitat within extended defence footprint.

11c16.5 Kirkby-in-Furness (priority unit)
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line to manage flood and
erosion risk by maintaining the existing defences. The railway line runs parallel to the
shoreline along the length of this policy unit and at some locations the width of marsh
between the shoreline and the railway line is extremely narrow.
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It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.
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This frontage experiences changes in risk due to changes in position of the low
water channel within the estuary.
The preferred strategic approach is to the implement the Shoreline Management
Plan policy of Hold the line to continue to protect the railway, which is also believed
to provide some wider flood protection, including to Kirkby-in-Furness.
Maintaining existing defences at exposed locations, where the marsh is narrow or
non-existent is unlikely to be effective into the long term, therefore a more
sustainable solution would be to improve the defences or construct new
embankments. The final decision will need to be made by Network Rail as they are
responsible for the embankments within this unit. Both these options could impact on
important habitats across the intertidal area and we may need to look at where we
could compensate for the loss or damage to the area through managed realignment
elsewhere.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Improve understanding of the level of risks to the railway and operations
through monitoring of the beach and dune erosion.



Development of an Asset Management Plan by Network Rail, setting out
asset management and strategic aims for the railway along this frontage.



Continued maintenance of repairs and renewals to existing defences (by
Network Rail).



Study to improve understanding of levels of risk to the railway and tidal flood
risk to properties in Kirkby-in-Furness and to investigate the possibility of a
joint scheme. This would need to include a survey of existing defences to
clarify the standard of protection provided.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is No active intervention to allow the
shoreline to continue to evolve under natural processes. In the medium term (beyond
20 years), the Shoreline Management Plan suggested that localised flood protection
should be considered for isolated properties at flood risk.
There are limited assets at risk and as such we do not think that the policy should
change at this time and this would be implemented through a Do nothing approach.
However, Network Rail may wish to reinforce their railway embankment in the future
once the existing wall fails to maintain the integrity of the line. There are also
potential habitat creation opportunities that should be explored as part of any future
works, such as a regulated tidal exchange scheme. This would involve allowing
Serving the people of Cumbria
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11c16.6 Herd House Moss
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controlled tidal flooding of land behind existing defences in a way that creates or
restores habitat without increasing flood risk to the wider area.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Continued monitoring of the frontage and changes in channel position, which
could affect other areas.



Collection of defence information.



Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs
and remedial works undertaken as necessary by Network Railway.



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources and
suitable options.



Additional studies to explore the potential for habitat creation through a
regulated tidal exchange approach.



Wider scale impacts of any realignment would need to be assessed prior to
any scheme and would need to consider actions elsewhere within the estuary.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c16.7 Galloper Pool to viaduct
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line to manage risk to the
railway line and Foxfield by maintaining existing defences.

Network Rail may wish to reinforce or raise their railway embankment in the future
once the existing wall fails to maintain the integrity of the line. As part of this,
opportunities for regulated tidal exchange could be considered. This would involve
allowing controlled tidal flooding of land behind existing defences in a way that
creates or restores habitat without increasing flood risk to the wider area. There may
also be potential for a joint scheme to reduce risk to properties in Foxfield as well as
railway.
However, any future works could impact on important habitats across the intertidal
area and we may need to look at where we could compensate for the loss or
damage through managed realignment elsewhere.
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Due to the intention to continually invest in the railway, we do not think that the policy
should change at this time and the proposed strategic approach is to implement the
Shoreline Management Plan policy by continuing to maintain the defences to the
railway.
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We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Monitoring of the frontage – this baseline information will be used in any future
modelling of possible managed realignment schemes.



Collection of defence information data.



Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs
and remedial works undertaken as necessary by Network Railway.



Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance
planning of works, including identification of possible funding sources and
suitable options.



Additional studies to explore the potential for habitat creation through a
regulated tidal exchange approach.



Investigate the potential for a joint scheme to reduce risk to properties in
Foxfield and the railway.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path.

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward. Recommended schemes will also
require more detailed scheme-level appraisal of options and appropriate consents
and permissions.

11c16.8 Duddon Estuary (both banks upstream of viaduct and
right bank south to Green Road Station)
The current Shoreline Management Plan policy is Hold the line for the next 20 or so
years, changing to Managed realignment beyond this. This would include localised
set back defences to manage risk to the A595 road if required.
We do not think that the policy should change at this time as Managed realignment
in the longer term will enhance the natural environment whilst providing protection to
the railway line. There is also potential to offset loss or damage to intertidal habitats
elsewhere within the estuary, where we need to Hold the line.

Therefore, in the short term, the proposed strategic approach is to implement the
Shoreline Management Plan policy of Hold the line through a Do minimum, riskbased approach. This will involve reactive patch and repair, focussing on frontages
with greater risk to assets. This will allow time for the detailed investigations needed
to develop a longer term solution and consider suitable managed realignment
locations.
We recommend a number of future activities, such as:


Monitoring of the frontage – this baseline information will be used in any
modelling of possible realignment schemes.
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However, there is a need to improve understanding of the potential impacts. This will
require more detailed studies including modelling of flows and sediment transport.
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Collection of defence information.



An estuary-wide study looking at future gains and losses in marsh and flats.
This would improve our understanding of how the estuary is changing and
identify sites where we might be able to consider future realignment.



Detailed studies and consultation to investigate possible managed
realignment sites, through considering potential effects on the wider
environment of the Duddon Estuary and adjacent infrastructure such as the
railway, viaduct and A595.



Safe siting of the England Coast Path and any future estuarine cycleway.

11c16: Duddon Estuary

It is important to note that recommended activities may rely on funding and
resources being available to take them forward.
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